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1 A Brief 
History of Wildlife Management and Conservation

2 EARLY MANAGEMENT METHODS: 
FIRE
• Managing landscapes to increase game populations (see Sacred Balance clip)
• North American native peoples: extensive use of fire in Northeast – conflicts with early 

European settlers, possible false notion of balance (see CBC Ideas program) 
• Emphasis on game production rather than ecosystem balance 
• notion of population dynamics and health of herd not developed
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WATER 

• flooding of fields for rice production boosted waterfowl populations (Bali, India, SE 
Asia)
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EARLY WILDLIFE SANCTUARIES

• some cultures revered certain wildlife (e.g., Egyptian – crocodile, Ibis; 
various Hindu sects) maintained sanctuaries, food supplementation 
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"...... ordering by beat of drum that no animals should be killed within a radius of seven
gau from the city, the King gave security to animals. He gave security also to the fish in 
the twelve great tanks and bestowing on Kambodin-gold and cloth and whatever other 
kind of wealth they wished, he commanded them not to catch birds and so gave security 
to birds."

Royal decree of King Kirthi Nissanka Malla of Polonnaruwa (2nd Century AD)
Stone inscription at Ruwanveli Dagaba, Anuradhapura.
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8 HUNTING RESTRICTIONS
• European landscape widely transformed by Middle Ages 

– pulses of development/retreat associated with war, pestilence
• hunting preserves for royalty
• wilderness from old English "wilddeorness", meaning "the place of wild deer". 

9 Conservation Highlights North America
United States
1836 Ralph Waldo Emerson publishes Nature
1847 conservation of forested lands proposed
1850s
• Romantic Period in Europe and North America
• Thoreau’s Walden; or, Life in the Woods. 
• Wild Northern Scenes; or, Sporting Adventures with the Rifle and Rod, 
• Albert Bierstadt images 
1864 Man and Nature; or, Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action
1866 "ecology" coined by Haeckel (Germany) 
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1870
• Congress passes "An Act to prevent the Extermination of Fur-Bearing Animals in Alaska," 
1872
• Yellowstone Park created
1904
• Gifford Pinchot National Forests
1949
• Aldo Leopold “Sand County Almanac”
1964
• Wilderness Act – creation of 110 million ha of protected space (foundation of modern conservation in U.S.)
1973
• US Endangered Species Act and CITES agreement

11 “One of the penalties of an ecological education is that one lives alone in a world of 
wounds.”
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CANADA

1867 BNA sets out provincial/federal responsibilities 
1868 Fisheries Act
1877 Bison Protection Act
1880 Banff National Park 
1909 Commission of Conservation 
1911 Fur Seal Treaty
1917 Migratory Bird Convention Act
1973 Canada Wildlife Act
1975 CITES Agreement
1986 National Accord for the Protection of Species at Risk 
• NAWMP (N. Am. Waterfowl Management Plan)
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1992 UN Convention on Biological Diversity, WAPPRIITA
1994 Migratory Birds Convention Act (MBCA)
1997 Canada Oceans Act. 
1998 Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA)
1999 Environmental Protection Act (1999)
2002 National Marine Conservation Areas Act
2003 SARA finally passes
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International Agreements 
1972
• World Heritage Convention (UNESCO)
1975
• CITES passed (draft from1963)
1992 - present
• Rio Convention on Biodiversity (1992)
• Update to CITES (Canada has 6 enforcement officers!) 
• Kyoto Protocol (1997) 

15 ENDANGERED SPECIES LEGISLATION
4 Provincial Governments have ESAs

– Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick 

3 provinces have some species protective legislation
– Saskatchewan P.E.I. and Nova Scotia 

Other provinces and territories have no ESAs
– Yukon, Newfoundland, Nunavut, and the Northwest Territories 
– Alberta and B.C. 

16 The Species-at-Risk Act (SARA)

• Federal lands only (5% of Canada)
• National Accord – Provincial Lands
• Prohibits killing, damaging habitat or “residences” of listed species
• Reasonable exemptions (e.g., accidents)
• Mandates habitat protection - federal land
• Stewardship $$: private/aboriginal lands
• Recovery plans

– Recovery Strategy
– Action Plans
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The National Accord
• Promises matching laws to SARA on provincial and territorial lands
• List spp. provincially
• Enforced by federal criminal code
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18 COSEWIC 
Committee for the Status of Endangered Species in Canada

• Lists ca. 400 taxa 
• Legal force once Recovery Plans filed
• Provincial Conservation Data Centres
• Advisory only

– 29 Voting members
– Chair, 12 Provincial/Territorial, 4 Federal, 1
– Aboriginal, 8 Species –Specialist Chairs, 3 at-large

• 7 Status categories
– Extinct, extirpated, endangered, threatened,
– special concern, not at risk, data deficient

19 Current COSEWIC Listings
Endangered 2004
• Vascular plants – 61 (5 RS published)
• Birds – 23 (2)
• Fishes – 21 (0)
• Molluscs – 11 (0)
• Marine Mammals – 13 (2)
• Amphibians – 5 (0)
• Reptiles – 5 (0)
• Mosses – 5 (0)
• Lepidopterans – 6 (0)
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21 How Effective Is COSEWIC?

• Generally effective and respected
• Most decisions by consensus
• Political interference generally minimal

Exceptions
• Harvested species, esp. Marine Fish
• Gaps in taxonomic net (e.g., inverts)
• International Agreements
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Article II CITES
Fundamental Principles
1. Appendix I shall include all species threatened with extinction which are or may be affected by trade. 
Trade in specimens of these species must be subject to particularly strict regulation in order not to 
endanger further their survival and must only be authorized in exceptional circumstances. 
2. Appendix II shall include: 
(a) all species which although not necessarily now threatened with extinction may become so unless trade 
in specimens of such species is subject to strict regulation in order to avoid utilization incompatible with 
their survival; and 
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(b) other species which must be subject to regulation in order that trade in specimens of certain species 
referred to in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph may be brought under effective control. 
3. Appendix III shall include all species which any Party identifies as being subject to regulation within its 
jurisdiction for the purpose of preventing or restricting exploitation, and as needing the co-operation of 
other Parties in the control of trade. 
4. The Parties shall not allow trade in specimens of species included in Appendices I, II and III except in 
accordance with the provisions of the present Convention. 


